
Appendix C 

No. Contribution 

1 I support the proposals for Brenchley and Matfield's polling stations to remain unchanged 

2 

I live in Rusthall and i have read the new boundary changes which will  merge it with Speldhurst making it one large ward 
Rusthall and Speldhurst . This seems sensible. However the boundary of this new ward seems to go long  the A264 which is the 
Langton Road. This then cuts the Parochial Parish of Rusthall- St Paul’s church of from its Village and its war memorial of those 
who fell in both world wars and later conflicts of the village and community and puts them in the new Culverden West ward. It 
also cuts off Tea Garden lane - postal address Rusthall and Happy Valley a local area of outstanding natural beauty in Rusthall 
and again puts them in Culverden West. 
There is a second road that runs parallel with the A264 and would it be possible if the boundary could be moved to there 
between Culverden West and Rusthall and Speldhurst wards - this would then place St Paul’s Church. Rusthall, it’s churchyard 
and war memorial and the places i have mentioned back in the ward of Rusthall. I think local residents would be much happier 
with this.  
Kind regards  
[NAME REDACTED]  

3 
Given the difficulty of getting from Blackhurst Lane and Sandown park, especially for older people, to Sherwood I would 
recommend an additional polling station at Skinners Kent Academy. 

4 

JA polling district should be called Five Oak Green  ( or at the very least Five Oak Green and Capel) to reflect where the vast 
majority of voters there  live. 

Suggest both sides of Sherenden  Road are in the Tudeley polling district as northern end of the road is a long distance from 
Capel Village Hall.  

5 ffff 


